TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS
1. Are the output leads connected securely and properly to the gas tube(s)?
2. Is the gas tube broken or cracked, resulting in an open circuit?
3. Are the gas tubes or high voltage output leads near metal, or any ground
plane? (This may cause tubes to dim.)
4. Are multiple units mounted at least 12 inches apart from each other?
5. Test each neon unit individually with transformer to locate non-functioning
tubes in a sign.
6. High voltage leads should never be closer than the distance between leads
at exit of transformer.
7. If high voltage leads must cross tubes to each other GTO, they should be
at right angles, and not run parallel between each other.
8. Is unbalanced loading causing false tripping?

Thank you for purchasing a Ventex electronic neon power supply. Please read
the following tips and directions carefully to ensure proper installation and
operation of our products. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure installation
complies with local electrical codes.

After completing the above checklist and rectifying any detected
problems, engage the power to the transformer to re-energize the gas
tube (sign). If the transformer still doesn’t work properly please call
Technical Support at (877) 908-9193.

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

Power Factor

0.93 Min.

 Firmly secure the transformer to the application with proper size screws or pop rivets.
 If the transformer is mounted on a metal surface, make sure it is grounded to metal frame via
ground plate provided on unit. Ensure all high voltage leads and tubes are at least 1.5 inches
away from metal.
 Firmly connect high voltage leads to electrodes of gas tube(s).
 Cover electrode connections with UL/CSA approved “boots” or other proper NEC insulation.
 Wire the power supply to any standard three wire, grounded power source.
 Do not run GTO leads from an electronic power supply in conduit. If this is done, you will
experience sever loss of driving distance, GTP failure and “tripping”.
 Do not load Ventex VT Series power supplies with a mA meter or use a dimmer. Except for the
VT5520A-120F and DF01 combination. The VT series maintains 30mA output regardless of load
or primary voltage.
 Do not overload. The VT has protection and will “trip” if there is an overload of glass and/or
excessive capacitance coupling. See our footage chart online at ventextech.com, or contact
Ventex’s Tech. Support at (877) 908-9193.
 Keep GTO leads, particularly “Home Run” leads as short and as far from each other and all
surfaces as possible. Ventex recommends 1.5 inches as a minimum spacing if possible.
 If high voltage GTO cable should be run through a thin sheet of metal wall, special care must be
taken. The sharp edge of a hole could cause rapid deterioration of GTO cable. This can
eventually cause a ground fault condition and “tripping”. Use the largest diameter hole possible
and always use and approved bushing to center the cable in hole.
 If long jumper leads must be used, place these as close to the middle of the glass run as
possible. The voltage and capacitive current will be lower closer to the middle of the sign, which
will lessen the chance of overloading or “tripping”.
 If leads must cross, try to space them out as far apart as possible and cross them at right angles.
 Maintain as much space as possible between multiple power supplies, their tubes and wiring.
This will minimize the effects of “electronic crosstalk.”
 Balance glass load and “Home Runs” as much as possible. This will minimize the chance of
tripping due to an excessively unbalanced load.
 In all signs with a border tube, it is best to wire from the inside glass outwards, and try to place
the border glass in the middle of the run. This minimizes current loss due to capacitance
 coupling through the border tube, and the chance over overloading and “tripping.”
 Follow all applicable UL, NEC and local codes.
CAUTION: Unit will try to reset twice under fault condition. If fault persists, the unit will latch off
until Input power is *cycled off on. If fault clears during reset period then unit will continue to
operate normally. *Note: The input power must be cycled off at least 5 seconds to clear the latch
before turning back on.
 Do not extend GTO cables longer than original factory length.

Ventex Technology, LLC (“Ventex”) warrants products purchased from Ventex shall
be free from defects in material and workmanship and such products shall operate in
accordance with specifications specified or assented to in writing by Ventex, at the
time of sale, under normal, proper use and operating conditions. This warranty shall
remain in effect for the earlier of one (1) year from date of purchase or two (2) years
from date of manufacture. If a product is defective, it will be repaired or replaced, at
the sole discretion of Ventex, if returned to Ventex, transportation prepaid. Any
improper use, operation beyond capacity, or alteration by anyone not specifically
authorized in writing by Ventex shall void this warranty. Ventex’s liability on any claim
shall never exceed the purchase price of the specific product which gives rise to the
claim.
The aforementioned is in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied, including but
not limited to, any warranty of merchantability or of fitness for any particular purpose.
In no event shall Ventex be liable for consequential, incidental, indirect or special
damages or liability, transformation, installation or substitution costs, delays or for
any other damages, costs or expenses incurred, irrespective of how they occur.
There are no warranties, obligations, and/or liabilities on the part of Ventex, whether
for products, services or otherwise, which extend beyond the description mentioned
in this document. No employee or representative of Ventex other than the President
(by written, signed document) is authorized to change or expand this warranty in any
way, or grant to any other warranty. No waiver of any term of this warranty by Ventex
shall be redeemed to imply any continuing or repeated waiver thereof.
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